Soil erosion is a severe ecological problem. Most conventional methodologies for 25 soil-erosion assessment are appropriate for small or medium river basins. This paper 26 presents an approach to soil-erosion intensity assessment in large basins, utilizing 27 coded polygons identified by spatially overlapping gradation levels of primary 28 environmental factors. Efficient assessment of soil-erosion intensity is achieved by 29 matching the coded polygons to selected polygons pre-assigned to reference groups. 
Process (Saaty, 1980) . Representative polygons are selected and then clustered into 102 reference groups according to erosion grade, whereas the others are assigned to test 103 groups. For each reference group, a discrimination rule is derived between the 104 soil-erosion grades of minimum polygons and their EIs in order to assess the 105 soil-erosion severity level within each polygon in the test groups. x is the state j of X i ; k is the total number of states belonging to X i . 160 161 This classification scheme is inherently able to describe the subject domain using 162 simplified quantitative information (Prieto-Diaz, 1991; Herring, 2007) . Moreover, a 163 specific numeric code is assigned for each state/facet and considered as a substitute 164 for the source information. As classification information, the code is much more 165 tolerant to data deficiency and inaccuracy than the quantitative numeric information. 166
In other words, faceted classification helps the data requirement to be fulfilled. 167
168
In short, a mass of given geographic information is partitioned into T classes by 169 hierarchic classification rules. Subsequently, the codes are obtained by faceted The mini-polygon is the basic spatial geographical unit for evaluation of soil erosion 228 (Wang, 1993) , and is directly derived from the overlay of environmental factors using 229 GIS (Cowen, 1988; Burrough, 1992) . By coupling CCSGI with tools in ArcGIS, the 230 geographic information stored in a minimum polygon is further transformed into a 231 coding sequence that is easy to handle. Via CCSGI, geographic maps of the grades of 232 each environmental factor are generated in vector format. Using ArcGIS overlayanalysis, a coding-sequence map is produced that contains all graded environmental 234 factors, from which the mini-polygons are generated and coded. Detailed advice on 235
ArcGIS tools is available at ArcGIS Resource Center ( http://resources.arcgis.com ). 236
(ii) Establishment of the Reference Group 238
A sample of coded mini-polygons is used to establish the reference groups. The 239 remaining coded mini-polygons constitute the test groups. Random sampling is used 240 for large numbers of coded polygons to ensure the reference groups are representative. 241
(iii) Matching of Polygons in the Test Group 243
Matching of coding sequences of test and reference polygons is the key step to predict 244 the severity level of soil erosion in the mini-polygons. To measure the similarity of a 245 pair of coding sequences, a coding sequence with n bits is considered as an 246 
Coding and Identification of Mini-polygons 331
The CCSGI is used to encode the environmental factors by faceted classification. 332 Table 1 
Evaluation Results 354
The Yellow River Basin is divided into 9916 coded polygons, of which ~90% of the 355 total area is covered by polygons each of area less than 100 km 2 , and ~75% by 356 polygons each of area less than 50 km 2 . Each polygon is represented by a 357 corresponding coding sequence generated from graded environmental factors. Figure7 shows the soil erosion intensity with a sample ratio (SR) of 5%, i.e. ratio of the 359 number of coded polygons in reference groups to the total number of coded polygons. Based on a Smart Coding System, the relationship has been properly established 384 between environmental factors and soil erosion intensity. For the Yellow River Basin, 385 a sample ratio of 5% achieves an average area overlap ratio of 86.1% with standard 386 error of 1.2% over the whole study area. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis 387 demonstrates that the sample ratio/number can be reduced further, with hardly any 388 effect on prediction accuracy. Meanwhile, the modeling uncertainty also reduces 389 compared to DMMP. SCS is not only applicable to larger basins but also more 390 efficient through data compression via CCSGI. 391 392
Sensitivity Analysis of Sample Ratio/Number 393
A sensitivity analysis is undertaken to examine the influence of sample ratio/number on 394 the predicted results. Figure 9 shows the change of mean area overlap ratio (R) as 395 sample ratio (SR) is increased from 0.2% to 15%. At least 8 simulations are carried 396 out for each SR to avoid uncertainty from random sampling. It can be seen that R 397 increases monotonically whereas the standard error decreases with increasing SR. 
Uncertainty of Assessment 409
Similarity between coded polygons is related to uncertainty in application of the SCS, 410
and is quantified using the vector cosine between each pair of coding sequences 411 derived from CCSGI. The closer to unity the cosine value, the more reliable is the 412 matching result. 
